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A  SPECTRAL  SEQUENCE FOR  THE INTERSECTION
OF  SUBSPACE PAIRS

RICHARD  N.  CAIN

Abstract. A general-homology spectral sequence that gener-

alizes the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence is established between the

intersection of a family of subspace pairs and the system of partial

unions of the family. The basis of the construction is a topological

analogue of the "bar construction" of homological algebra.

We shall show here that a finite family 0>={(Xi, A¿)\i e 1} of subspace

pairs1 in a space X have, for each general homology theory h*, a spectral

sequence

(a)       E£, ~ e h, (u x{, u a) => /.,_„ (n x* n a)

(i<=/), Ns being (number of members in s)— 1. This is just the spectral

sequence of a cover with the roles of union and intersection interchanged.

Its connection with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence will be examined below,

and we shall derive from it the spectral sequence of the homology sheaf

of AT.

Construction of (a). Start with any finite set U (= the universe) that

contains / as a subset, and define (using T to denote the based unit

interval, while Aj Y=YJ/{r] e YJ\* er¡J} for based spaces Y and

finite sets J)

Vs = A 3T A A F       (se U),
s Us

K = UV{a} = 3V0,
aeU

c = {*} u  U V{a} = A F A d A F
/^\ aeU-I I U-l

M = ïxCuU (JAiXVs,

Ln = M U     (J      \JXtxVs       (neZ)
«cl;Ns*=n s

L = L° = X X C U U  U X* X Vs.
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1 Assumed to be subcomplex pairs under some CW complex structure on X.
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We require 1^ 0 but permit U=I. Caution. Here d is used in the context

of based spaces, so ddT={*}, not 0. The formulas for the spectral

sequence are as follows (as in [1, p. 108 ff.] for any filtered space):

_»        Im[/gL", L"+Q -» ¿„(g-*-1, L"+Q]
Lr-i =-r,-;-r;-;—    in, i e Z; r = 1, 2, • • •)

3     lmlhp(Ln+1,Ln+r)^hp(Ln-T+1,Ln+r)]

where p = j — n + NU and maps are induced by inclusion,

(c) drj = homomorphism E";j -*■ E^+r_x induced by dv for the triple

(Ln, Ln+r, Ln+2r),

u*;i = isomorphism E"+x;j -> Jf "F** induced by hv(<^) for the

inclusion (L", LB+rfl) c (Ln, Ln+r).

Thus, F:;,=Fr";3. for large r, =F"G3_„/F'1+1G,_K, where

GQ = ha+NuiL, M)        iqeZ),
(c, Cont'd.)

F"G5 = ImlVjwJ^". M) "* ?W(£, **)]•

(Note that G* =F°G* =>F*G* = • • -^FNI+1G* ={0}.)

Define also, for each a e U and î<= U containing a,

via):hJVs, dVs)—-—► hJdW, dVs' - V#s)is' = s - {a}),
excision

(d) pia):hQ+xiVs', dW) ^> hQidW, dVs' - V#j),

o-(fl) = piay-Hia),

where V#(-) = V(-) — 3V(-) and AHc=any general homology theory, q any

integer. For distinct ax, • • • , ak e yc \j (A:_l), denote j—{a,, • • •, ak} as

i" and define

(d, Cont'd.) oia*):hQiVs, BVs) ■£+ ha+kiVs", dVs")

as oiak) ■ • • aia2)oiax), where a* means (a1; • • • , an). o-(a^) is alternating,

because, for any permutation of a*, the corresponding coordinate trans-

formation of Vs" permutes the factors of oia*) in the same way.

Now let a# = (a0, • • • , aNU) be a choice of numbering of U, and for

each nonempty subset s<=I let i*~ (i'q, • ; •, ¿Jvs) be a choice of numbering

of j. They, together with a and Lemmas 1, 2 below, determine two
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isomorphisms:

T,

V,vr/+i((n Xt, Cl ̂ ) x (V0, av0))

(Lemma 1)   * K+w+i of a» "«^^^^.n^

(Lemma 1)   - I Ä°+*d/<<= >

K+NuiL, M)

)x<->)

(e)      i-_ I - "_-_" Z-JlGa

<Pi

.Ns

Ns=n;s a I     \ s s /

ça I (-l)<JW(©ff«,«>-lff(o.))

-e AJiu^u^) x (Ví.svj))
=n;scr /       \ \ s s / /

2 A.

(Lemma 2)   a|SVcl

A„(L", L-+1)

II
->-C-n
-_->.Ll;i

(<7, «,_/ e Z) which combine with formulas (c) to give the formula (a).

Lemma 1.   X0 is an isomorphism.

Proof. (Referring to (e).) da+NU+i is bijective by contractibility of

i^0,C)=AiTMAu-i T,dAu-iT). For bijectivity of ht+NUi^) it
suffices by the Five Lemma to consider the case A¿= 0 (all i e /). Define

Ln) = X X C U     U

<c/;a'sï«

ineZ).fi Xt x U V{f}
-   S S

M¿<">, Lln+U)=®nh*((() X,UX nnijxjcuu V{/}, c) j
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by additivity of homology, ^{0} by contractibility of

(cuuV{i},c]=ATA(a   A    T, AT Ad at),
\ s / Is \   suit/-/) s U-I    I

assuming 0^n<NI. A*(f|7 XtxiK, C))g*h*iL(NI), XxC) by excision,

^(Z,('VM',IxC)^' • -ç^ML«», XxC)=h*iL, XxC) by exactness

using above {0}.    □

Lemma 2.    2 K 's an isomorphism.

Proof.    Additivity of homology.    D

Comparison with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Since (a) relates the

various unions of the pairs 8P to their intersection it brings to mind the

Mayer-Vietoris sequence, (a) is in fact a generalization of the latter, as we

shall now show. (The Mayer-Vietoris sequence is the NI= 1 case of e, <5°, ß

below.)

For any n e Z let S„il) = {i* =(/'„, v •, in)\i0, ■■■ ,inel}, which is to

entail that SJJ)=0 for negative tí. Using Xu to mean Xif¡KJ- ■ 'VXi%, de-

fine C»(0>; hj(\J ■ )) ij e Z)=subgroup of Ui.esji) KiXu, Ait) consisting

of alternating members î"»{£**|i„ e 5„(/)} for which |!*=0 whenever two

or more of /0, ■ • •, in are equal, and note that

Ci^W))^     0    hÁ\JXt, \Ja\
Ns=n\s<zl      \  s s /

under the correspondence fr->{fI*'|A/.y=«, jc/}. Denote by O" the com-

posite of cf¡ with this isomorphism.

Lemma 3.    The following diagram commutes:

A,(q Xu n A^ -i* C°(á»; A,(U • )) ̂ > C\0>; A,(JJ ■ )) -^ • • •

_**_

G3 -> FaG}¡FlG¡ -> F»., — F?.,-*-&-► Fj;3 —-► • • •

where

6(1)*. = í|^o-^„ ^ e a, (g AT,, g Ä^ , i0 e i)

and

¿"(ly. =   y  i-i)k^'m\x^Ai.

OSfcsn+1

(» bZ, S e C\0>; A3(U • )), /* e Sn+x(I))

/„ (£) Ae/Wg (/'„, • • •, 4_l5 4+1, • • • , in+x).
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Proof. For the square involving ôn for some n, O^n-^NI, we consider

an arbitrary element of C"(^; h¡i\J • )) of the form #(i*; Ö) defined as

follows: /* is a numbering of a subset sc/ with Ns=n, 6 belongs to

hjiijs Xt, Us A¡), and %{'*', d)u'=+_0 or 0, depending upon whether

z'i is an even or odd permutation of it or not a permutation of /*, respec-

tively. onxi¡*; o) = 2¿e/-s x(''*', 8\x"'' A"'*). In the commutative diagram

A„(Vj, BVs) ̂ % K_xidVs, BVs - V#(j u i))^\

0 A^iV^ u 0, dVis u /))

{*»,_i<c:>l

AP(L", L"+1) Ap-i(3Ví, <3Vs - u V#(i u 0)

h„-i(Ln+1, Ln+2) <

©ie

0 K-ittX»,, Aiit) x (V(j u /), 3V(j u /))),

assume hm=h^HX{ , ^,<)x(-)), that each R"* is induced by the appro-

priate inclusion, and each sum or union is taken over {i\i e I—s}. We have

thati/r;,As=Aî)_1(c)33J, etc., =2 Xsui R^oijy\ Therefore,

(-i)mud?.Mx(U; 0) = ¿f;3V0*)-M«*)ö

= 2^^(»*)-i^*)(ö|x"-^-.)

= (-i) j.VU ^+1ônx(U; 0).

We have thus proved the square commutative, since the x('*> ^)'s generate

Cni^; hjiU • )). For the square involving e, the same argument works

with A* redefined as Ail((f)/ Xt, C\1 /Qx(-)), J replaced by 0, and

d x.j replaced by kq.    D

Lemma 4.    If At= 0 (a// í e /), the following diagram commutes:

CNIi&; *,(U • ))-!-► */-w(n *,)
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where ß has the formula

CN1(0>; A,(U • )) =i A^U Xj - A3JU X,   U^ X(j)j

'-"'""^■■••^> A3._.v/(n n)    crM = v

eacA j8Ä (l^rc^/V/) Ae/'ng ?Ae composite

hj-xi+k\ H -^(i);  U -^(3) n H  ^(3)
\3'S1" 3<* ¿S* /

'J-JV/+ÍT

Ai-w+fc-iiu^n n xu), u *<» n n xw)
\3<k j^k 3<k—l 3=\k /

s   excision

V.V/+*-l(    U      Xyy,      U      *i,>  H      fi      XU)).
\i>k-l 3<k-l 3'afc-l I

Proof. Omitted. Consists of comparing each ßk with the appropriate

form of o(i])~x in one large commutative diagram.    D

Independence from U. Let U+= U®{a} for some point a apart from U,

and indicate by a superscript + the [/+-version of each of the notions

(b)-(e). To prove that the choice of U is immaterial it suffices to prove

(c)^(c+), (e)^(e+). We therefore define an isomorphism

ln-m:hp(Ln, Lm) -* hJ,+iL+n, L+m)

as follows, for n,j as in (c) and m^.n:

hPiLn,Lm) = h{Pn-m)(dA T,{*})

°v+l    > A^r' (A F, d A t)—=—* AP+(L+", L+m).
= \{a) {a)     I  exclslon

Here A*"'m) is the general homology theory of based compact pairs

iY,B) with formula h(^m\Y, 5)=A*(L"(F), Lm(F)uLn(JB)), Ln(F)

being ATxCAyu Use:/ [U. ^¿xVjAy]U Us<zI,Nsín [\J, X.xVsaY].

Then, (— iy-*-i/»>«+' induces an isomorphism F";3—►F^" (n,jeZ; r=l,

2, • • •) that carries </"., into «#j?, <&" (for r= 1) into'<D+", etc., as required.

We assume that a% =a*a.
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Functoriality. Constructing (a) is more difficult than constructing the

spectral sequence of a cover in that the underlying spaces (b) do not

depend functorially on (Ar, /, 0). U has been introduced as a remedy.

We assume that a morphism from (X, /, 0) to another such triple

(y, /, Si), 3. being a finite family {( Y}, Bf)\j eJ} of subspace pairs in a

space Y, is a mapf.X-*Y of spaces together with a map w:/->/ of sets

such that (fXwt,fA,i)<z(7ß,Bi) ijeJ). Evidently C\0>; A8(IJ • ))
in, qeZ) depends functorially on (AT, /, 0) if (/; v) is regarded as in-

ducing the map C"(/; ir):Cni0; A,(|J ■ ))-*C"Lâ; A9(U • )) with the

formula (C»(/; «■)©*. =A4(/; «y. f. (f 6 C"(^; A9(U ■)),/• e 5n(7)),
A,(/; «■)*• being the homomorphism h„iXnJt, /4I3<)->Aa(F3i, /?3t) induced

by/|x ■ • Similarly, h^iÇ^j X{, C]¡ Ar) is functorial, the induced map

to be denoted h*if; f)).
Let primes signify the ( Y, J, =2)-version of the notions (b)-(e). To

show that (c), T#, O* depend functorially on (X, I, 0), we need only

produce a homomorphism of (c) to (c') which, when considered along

with C*if; it) and A*(/; f|). maPs ^*, $* t0 ^*> $i* respectively. It is

easy to see that this map of (c) to (c') is a fortiori unique and functorially

dependent on the morphism (/; 77).

We start by assuming U'=U=>I®J. Define m:AXJ Ts-Ajj F to be the

involution Au-ivJvj) ItAA*,/ a>t, where, for each i e -nJ,

m (ti A   A   tA = m A   A   itjtjm)

(r¿, r3- 6 F for y e 7r_1{/}), m being Maxr-i(j) /3. It is easily shown that

o)V{i} = U^-iw V{;} for ieirJ, while coV{i}<=C for iel—nJ. The

consequence is (/x co)L" <=//« in eZ), with an induced homomorphism
ln-m:hviLn,Lm)-+hviL'n,  L"") (m = «). The map   (_ cumber of members in*./.

/n.n+r mcjuces the required F";3—»F/" («,y e Z; r=l, 2, • ■ ■). (The power

of (—1) is the degree of co.)

The homology sheaf.    Let 0={iX, A u(AT- t/¿))|' 6 F}=^* for some

finite open cover <%={Ui\ie 1} of X, A being some subspace. Evidently

hJdXt,n^ =h¿X,A),

C*i0cu;h¿\}-)) = C*ioU;h*-A),

where h*,A is the graded presheaf {h*iX, A\JiX— 0))|open tV^x}. Thus,

we obtain a spectral sequence

(f) E£, « //"(*; fcf "*) => h/-»(X> ^)-
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For Xcompact, the direct limit of (f), as °U is refined, is a spectral sequence

(g) El, as H\X ;Af-A) „=> A,_„(A-, A),

where Af,A is the induced sheaf of hf'A. As A approximates an open set

V from within, the direct limit of (g) is

(h) F2";3. a* H\X, V; if) => A3._„(AT, V).

a* is called the homology sheaf of X. If ¿f^{0} except for j—j0
(= some integer), e.g., if Afis ay'0-marrifold and A* is standard, then (h)

collapses to a family of isomorphisms

H"iX, V;Áf)^ h}_niX, V)       in e Z).

(Compare to [2].)
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